Occupational
Therapy
FUNCTIONAL

DAILY ROUTINES

Bedtime & Sleep—Sensory Strategies

Proprioception (body sense): Massage / back rubs; Swaddling / tucking sheets in tight; Close fitting PJ’s

Vestibular (movement & balance): Place mattress on floor
(or as low as possible) if child is afraid of heights

Tactile (touch): Ensure sheets, PJ’s and blankets are a tolerable texture; Experiment with tight / stretchy / loose /
cotton / flannel PJ textures; Cover seams with soft fabric;
Warm sheets ready for bedtime

Visual: Neutral colours on the walls; Black out curtains to
block the light; Provide a night light / lamp

Auditory (noise): Close windows; Read quietly; Put on some
white noise; Listen to slow, rhythmic music

Olfactory (smell): Provide familiar scents in the room; Provide a pillow with parent / carer scent on

Bedtime & Sleep—General Strategies

•

Establish & stick to a predictable bedtime routine

•

Try and keep a tidy, clutter free bedroom

•

Use a visual schedule so that there is understanding
that it is time for bed

•

Tell social stories about bedtime

•

Avoid over stimulating activities at bedtime

•

Minimise screen time later in the day / in the evening

WASHING SCHEDULE

TEETH BRUSHING SCHEDULE

Strategies for Socks

•

Place socks partly over the foot, then encourage the child
to pull them up

•

Socks with coloured heels and toes can make it easier to
work out which way they should be

•

Make sure that the elastic is not too tight & the socks are
not too small

•

Guide your child to use their thumbs to help pull the socks
on i.e. isolating their thumbs to get them under the sock to
pull up

•

Roll down the top of the sock to make it easier to get the
foot in. Sew a loop on the outside of the back of sock to
hold onto as they pull the socks up

Strategies for Fastenings

•

Use Velcro to adapt clothing & minimise the need for fiddly
fastenings

•

Practise with big buttons & larger openings to start with;
teach the child to unbutton first using a garment in front of
them rather than on their body

•

Enlarge the zip grip with a piece of cord / string or attach a
keyring; remind the child to keep one hand still while the
other moves to slot together the two pieces

•

Use clothes with wide neck / arm holes as it’s easier to locate them; try to avoid tight fitting clothes

DRESSING SCHEDULE

Hair Washing—General Strategies

•

Use social stories, videos, pictures or symbols to communicate the activity you are wanting to carry out

•

Use now & next, with a preferred activity as ‘next’ to
follow the washing and increase motivation

•

Use countdowns to prepare for each part e.g. “wetting
hair in 5-4-3-2-1…; rubbing on shampoo in 5-4-3-2-1…;
rinsing hair in 5-4-3-2-1…etc”

•

Have the bathroom organised in preparation so you
have everything to hand to make it as stress free as
possible

•

Use calming strategies appropriate for your child before starting washing

•

Remember that pressure is more tolerable than light
touch

•

Establish a routine whereby washing takes place at a
set time every time so that it can start to be predicted
and prepared for

•

Use role play in conjunction with washing your child
e.g. provide a doll for your child to wash at the same
time as you wash them

Dressing & Undressing—General Strategies

•

Start with undressing, undressing is usually easier than
dressing. Undressing before bed is a good time to start as
you usually have more time at night than in the morning

•

Use a consistent sequence & technique: place clothes in a
pile in order / lay them out in order; use the same technique each time e.g. pull tops over the head first and then
put arms through the sleeves; you could use pictures as a
visual prompt to help remember the sequence

•

Use backward chaining (the adult begins the task and the
child does the last step, therefore getting the reward of
finishing the task) e.g. for taking off a t-shirt: let the child
remove the t-shirt from their head; let the child remove it
from their neck; let the child remove the t-shirt with one
arm in & one arm out; let the child remove the t-shirt with
one arm in and one arm half out; let the child remove the t
-shirt with both arms in and t-shirt pulled up to their shoulders; let the child fully remove the t-shirt

Pre-Dressing Skills

Hair Washing—Sensory Strategies:

•

•

Use a face cloth and give body strokes on the arms,
neck & shoulders first to provide some pressure and
proprioceptive feedback

•

Use pressure through your hands when rubbing in the
shampoo rather than light touch (light touch can be
painful)

•

Wrap your child tightly in a soft, warm towel and give
them tight hugs when getting them dry

•

Try sitting in the bath tub but using the shower rather
than having a bath, if changing position and being submersed in water in challenging

•

Be aware of the water temperature and establish
what your child’s preferred temperature is (just because it feels warm enough cool enough for you, it
might not be for them)

•

Dim the lights and minimise sounds

•

•

Body awareness: for increasing body awareness, name
parts of the body and use songs, games, books that name
parts of the body

Balance: if maintaining standing balancing is difficult, sit on
the floor or a chair or stand next to the wall so that it can
be used to steady themselves

Sequencing: ask the child to say which order they will put
the clothes on before they start; or ask the child to order a
set of visuals / pictures of clothing items

•

Visuals: use pictures / checklists / visual charts

•

Positioning: place the clothing the right way round for the
child to attempt to put on; buy clothing with pictures on
the front & point the picture out to the child so they can
associate it with being at the front; point out labels inside
clothes as going at the back (remove labels in side seams
to avoid confusion)

Teeth Brushing—General strategies

Teeth Brushing—Sensory Strategies

•

Use social stories, videos, pictures or symbols to communicate the activity you are wanting to carry out

•

Support by standing behind to make the child feel
more secure and balanced

•

Use now & next, with a preferred activity as ‘next’ to
follow the teeth brushing and increase motivation

•

Try giving shoulder squeezes, arm and hand squeezes
before starting teeth brushing

•

Use countdowns to prepare for each part e.g.
“brushing teeth in 5-4-3-2-1…”

•

Conduct teeth brushing in front of a mirror so that
movements and brushing is more predictable

•

Have the bathroom organised in preparation so you
have everything to hand to make it as stress free as
possible

•

Use an electric toothbrush so that the sensation is
more consistent – they are often more tolerable than
manual toothbrushes

•

Use calming strategies appropriate for your child before starting

•

•

Establish a routine whereby washing takes place at set
times every time so that it can start to be predicted
and prepared for

Be aware of the water temperature and establish what
your child’s preferred temperature is (using warm water may be more tolerable)

•

Dim the lights and minimise sounds

•

Use a very mild flavoured toothpaste and try and use
the same one routinely when you have found one that
will be tolerated OR if your child prefers strong tastes,
an extra minty, strong tasting tooth paste may be preferred

•

Use a visual timer / sand timer to show how long the
teeth brushing should last for

